Abstract. In this article, we describe the various sorts of American Parisian options and propose valuation formulae. Although there is no closed-form valuation for these products in the non-perpetual case, we have been able to reformulate their price as a function of the exercise frontier. In the perpetual case, closed form solutions or approximations are obtained by relying on excursion theory. We derive the Laplace transform of the first instant the Brownian Motion reaches a positive level or, without interruption, spends a given amount of time below zero. We perform a detailed comparison of perpetual standard, barrier and Parisian options.
I. Introduction
In most articles concerning Parisian options, it is assumed that these options are of the European type. Indeed, in [C-J-Y] European Parisisan Options are defined and priced (see also [C-C-J-K-Y] ). [B-L-Q], developed a new inverse Laplace transform method that is quick and appropriate to the pricing problem.
[A-W] obtained a lattice scheme for calculating the price and sensitivities of such options. [C] provided a discrete time algorithm to evaluate European Parisian options (with flat or exponential barriers). [F-M] gave a new framework of barrier options to generalize Parisian options and "Delayed Barrier Options".
However, in some papers, American Parisian Options are also considered. [H-S-W] presented an approach to valuing European and American Parisian options using the numerical solution of a partial differential equation. [W] also developed a PDE approach for these options. [G-3] combined Monte Carlo simulations and PDE solvers (see also [G-K-2] ) in order to price European and American Parisian options.
The objective of this paper is to develop a probabilistic approach for the pricing of American Parisian Options. Even if the problem is complex, option prices can be obtained as a function of the exercise boundary. When maturity is infinite, the problem can, in most cases, be solved. Indeed, if the exercise boundary can be derived (as a constant) then the price can be obtained. In this paper, the analogies between the valuations of American (barrier) options and of American Parisian barrier options are explored. It is well known that American puts in the perpetual case (the so-called "Russian" options) can be priced with a closed form formula. We show that this is also true for perpetual American Parisian puts. Possible approximations for long maturity American Parisian options can therefore be obtained.
We believe there are two important situations where closed-form expressions for American Parisian options can be used. First, there is real option analysis. One of the original ideas for this paper came from real option-analysis in a duopole where the optimal investment decision of one of the firms is represented with a Parisian option. This is along the lines of [G-2] where the Parisian feature allows for the representation of a lag between an investment decision and its implementation. The other firm is for example more nimble and has no significant delay, and its investment decision can be represented as a simple barrier option (although with a higher entry cost). However, the smaller firm would be aware of the larger's firm strategy, and would therefore be in a position to preempt that larger firm's investment. As a result, the investment decision for the smaller firm can be represented as an American Parisian option. Obtaining a closed-form expression for the option's value allows for easier comparative statics. The second context in which a closed-form expression -albeit with simple assumptions concerning the dynamics of the underlying-, is useful, is the valuation of related options using Monte-Carlo analysis. Indeed, one popular approach in the industry is the use of control variates, which requires the knowledge of a closed form expression for some options in a limited context, and enforces the equality of the formulabased valuation and the result of the simulation. See for example [B-L-L] on the use of control variates to value lookback options in a stochastic volatility model, applying the known closed-form expression for the lookback option with a constant volatility.
In this paper we will focus purely on currency options, because we know that even the simplest options have non-trivial exercise frontiers in the American call case, and we will be able to analyze correctly the behavior of the exercise frontier in all cases.
This article is organized as follows. After the introduction in section one, American Parisian options are described and classified in section two. Put-call parity results are also presented. In section three the price of an American Parisian option is decomposed into two components, namely the price of the corresponding European Parisian option and the American premium. By relying on [C-J-Y] , the first component is known. The second depends on the exercise boundary. For perpetual options, in most cases, the exercise boundary can be derived and prices of almost all types of American Parisian options can be obtained (as integrals of European Parisian (binary) option values for "out" options). However, as shown in this section, in the case of perpetual American Parisian up-and-out call options the exercise boundary is not a constant. Therefore in this case, a closed form solution cannot be obtained. In section four, by relying on [G-1] and [G-2] , the problem is tackled from a different angle. The above mentioned analogies are used in the perpetual case, and closed form expressions are derived. Concerning American Parisian down-and-out put (or similarly up-and-out call) options, simplifying assumptions are made. The approach used in this section is not directly connected with the decomposition results obtained in section three. A new result concerning the first instant when the Brownian Motion either hits a positive level or spends a certain time below zero is used in section four, and is shown in the appendix. Finally in section five, a brief conclusion is given and section six contains the appendix.
II. American Parisian Barrier Options
With traditional barrier options, everything is suddenly decided when the underlying price reaches the barrier: the option is either cancelled or activated. With a Parisian option, the underlying price has to spend a certain amount of time (called the "window" of the Parisian option) consecutively above or below the barrier. It makes it more difficult for a market player to manipulate the underlying price and force the cancellation or activation of the option.
There are quite a few combinations of features that define simple barrier options. We find the same variety in all the European Parisian barrier options, and a fortiori in all American Parisian Barrier Options. Essentially, there are eight types of barrier options corresponding to the combinations of Up/Down, In/Out and Call/Put. By adding American/European and Parisian/Standard (i.e. barrier) as additional combinations, we end up with a total of 32 products. For example, in the remainder of this paper, we will note C ui AP the price of an American Parisian up-and-in call. The price of a European Parisian down-andout call will be C do EP . While it is true that Parisian options are more complex than barrier options (there are closed form solutions for barrier options, not for Parisian options), the value of a European Parisian option at time t (before going through the barrier) still only depends on t and on the underlying's value at that time -like a simple barrier option. The difference is that when the underlying is at the barrier, a simple barrier option's value is either zero or the value of a plain-vanilla option, whereas in the case of a Parisian option, it is more complex.
A. Using symmetry
The first symmetry that comes to mind when analyzing options is the American put-call symmetry that applies to the case of foreign exchange options. The option to buy dollars versus euros is an option to sell euros versus dollars. Note that this symmetry applies to American, as well as European options (see [M-S] and [D] ) and also therefore to American Parisian and American barrier options (see also [C-J-Y] ). Formally, for European or American options, this is expressed as follows:
where S t is the exchange rate at a given time t, K the strike price in the corresponding unit and r (resp. δ) the domestic (resp. foreign) risk free interest rate. C and P stand respectively for call and put (European or American). For American Parisian options, the put-call parity is expressed as follows: D, δ, r, T ) , where j stands for o or i where L 1 and D are respectively the barrier and the window of the Parisian option (see the definitions in the next section). The case of the American (non-Parisian) barrier option corresponds to: D = 0.
Standard European barrier options benefit from symmetry: for example, the sum of an up-and-in option and an up-and-out option with the same strike, barrier, and maturity equals the plain vanilla option. However, this symmetry does not apply in the case of American options: the exercise frontier would have to be the same for the plain vanilla, the up-and-in and the up-and-out options. In the next sub-section, we will discuss in more detail why this is not the case
B. The American effect
Thanks to the put-call symmetry, we can chose to consider either calls or puts in our analysis. We will mostly concentrate on American options. Indeed, European option prices (plain vanilla, barrier and Parisian) are known. Furthermore, as already mentioned, barrier options correspond to a specific case of more general Parisian options, i.e. when the window is equal to zero. Therefore, in section three we will only consider American Parisian calls. Instead of 32 possible options, we will focus on four cases corresponding to:
Let us first focus on the In/Out features of barrier options (Parisian or standard). We know that in the case when there is no barrier, the American foreign exchange call has a non-trivial exercise frontier that is higher than the strike price and declines to the strike right before the option's maturity. If there is an "In" barrier, the option holder cannot do or decide anything before the option is activated; and once the option is activated then the option does not have a barrier anymore, and is just a plain vanilla American call. The exercise frontier for an American "In" barrier option (whether Parisian or standard, up or down) is therefore the exercise frontier of the corresponding plain vanilla option, starting at the activation time. Hence, as shown in section three, the valuation of the option is easier in this case.
In the case of an "Out" option, the situation is more complex than for an "In" option, because of possible interactions between the incentives to exercise and the risk of losing the option. First, let us show that there is no In/Out symmetry in the case of an American exercise. Let us consider a standard American up-and-out call where the barrier is higher than the strike price, but lower than the exercise frontier of the corresponding plain-vanilla option. The exercise frontier for the up-and-out call is necessarily strictly below the barrier since at the barrier the option becomes worthless. Therefore, the exercise frontier of the up-and-out call is different from that of the plain vanilla option. Consequently, the value of the plain vanilla American option is different (strictly higher) from the sum of the "In" and "Out" options.
For a call, the up-and-out case is more complex than the down-and-out. For a put, it is the contrary. When the barrier is higher than the strike (for the up-and-out call), the risk of being knocked out interacts strongly with the exercise policy: it may become necessary to exercise the call, even sub-optimally, in order to avoid being knocked out. In the case of a down-and-out call, approaching the barrier does not trigger an early exercise of the call.
III. Decomposition Techniques for American Parisian options
We assume that, under the risk-neutral probability Q, the exchange rate on which our options are written solves the following SDE
where S t , r , δ, σ, (W t , t 0) are respectively the exchange rate at time t, the domestic and foreign riskfree rates, the volatility, and a Q-Brownian motion. We will assume: δ > 0. We have S t = xe σ(βt+W t ) , or S t = xe σZ t where S 0 = x and Z is a drifted Brownian Motion, i.e. (Z t = βt + W t , t ≥ 0) with
Let us now define the following functionals in terms of S or in terms of Z:
They are, respectively, the first instant a process hits a given level, the last instant when the process was at a given level, and the two Parisian times: the first instant when the process spends consecutively more than D units of time over or under a given level. Notice that g h t (S) is not a stopping time. When this random time "happens", there is no way to know immediately that is has just happened. We will note H
A. 
and where {S u , u ∈ [0, T ]} is the exercise boundary. The two expectations are defined by relying on the probability P under which (Z t = W t + βt, t 0) is a Brownian motion. This decomposition can also be written as follows: Proof. We first define the following function:
We plan to write the price of the option as a function of the underlying's price, and to apply stochastic calculus techniques. By applying Ito's theorem, the following equality is obtained:
where the differential operator L, the infinitesimal generator of the diffusion S, is defined by:
The second derivative is understood in a weak sense, as the operator is applied to functions that are not twice differentiable, but are differences of convex functions. Taking expectations and recognizing the third term as a martingale, we obtain:
To simplify our notations, we have written in the above equation
We will keep the same notation in the remainder of the paper. Let us now assume that t = 0. We know the value of the option at certain times or at certain levels, and will exploit that through the infinitesimal generator. When the option is neither cancelled or exercised, that is in the so-called continuation region, we have
When the option is exercised, its value is S − K, S being the underlying value at that time. In the case of the down-and-out option, we know that S H
where S u , u 0 is the exercise boundary for the call:
So in these cases, we have
Using the definition of the generator and equation (3), the call price is given by:
The first term on the right hand side is the price of a European Parisian down and out call option: C do EP . The valuation of such options is presented in [C-J-Y] . Equation (5), can be rewritten as follows:
By introducing a new probability P under which (Z t = W t + βt, t 0) is a Brownian motion and by relying on Girsanov's theorem, the first decomposition of Proposition 1 is obtained. The decomposition technique used in order to derive this result is similar to the approach followed by [G-H-S] in the nonParisian case. Furthermore, from equations (5):
The expectation in the right hand side can be written as follows:
By definition, the first term on the right hand side of equation (8) 
It is possible to compute the Laplace transform of the binary call (see [C-J-Y] in the case of the Laplace transform of the Delta of the European Parisian option). q.e.d.
The Perpetual Case
In the perpetual case the following proposition is obtained:
Proposition 2 The price of a perpetual American Parisian down-and-out call is given by:
where the exercise boundary L C is obtained by relying on the following equation:
and where:
Proof. Let us first consider the exercise policy in the perpetual case. As shown by [M] for standard American options (in the case of diffusion with jumps), one can consider only stopping times which are hitting times, i.e. stopping times of the form:
In other words the exercise boundary is flat. Let us denote it by: L C . His argument can easily be extended to standard American down-and-out barrier options and to American Parisian down-and-out call options. Hence, by taking T → ∞ in Proposition 1, the first decomposition of Proposition 2 is obtained. C do AP (x) stands for: C do AP (x, +∞). Indeed, the price of the European Parisian option disappears because:
where C E (x, T ) is the price of the standard European currency option, given by
The exercise boundary L C is then obtained as
This equation means that in the exercise region, the value of the option is equal to its intrinsic value. By assuming that x = L C in the first decomposition of Proposition 2, the following equation is obtained:
As shown in Appendix one, these results can be further simplified and the full Proposition obtained. q.e.d.
The case of an already started excursion
In this case, we assume that, at time zero, the excursion has already started (see [C-J-Y] ). The impact of such a situation on the value of the option is in fact very simple: either the underlying price hits the barrier back again quickly enough in the remaining time, or it does not. If it does not, the option is cancelled at the Parisisan time. So the option's value will be the value starting from the barrier level weighed by the probability that the underlying price hits it before it is too late.
More specifically, let us assume that the excursion started u units of time ago, where u < D. In this context, the Parisian option price has now three arguments: the initial value of the underlying: x, time to maturity: T and u. Then, if the price does not go back up to L 1 before D − u units of time, the option will be cancelled. At time zero, the underlying price x has to be under L 1 since the excursion has started. So we can consider T L1 , the hitting time of the barrier. If the price hits the barrier before D − u units of time, we revert to the previous case again and the price of the option is known. It is:
is known, since it depends solely on the law of T L1 (S). We have 
Proof. By relying on the proof used for the down-and-out call, this proposition can be straightforwardly obtained. Indeed, we know that
and the result is
It is worthwhile to look further at this exercise boundary. When the exercise boundary of the standard American call is higher than the barrier L 1 ,S is defined only when the underlying value S u is higher than L 1 . In these casesS u depends not only on time u, but also on the last instant when the process S was at level L 1 : g L1 u (S). As long as S remains above L 1 , the exercise boundary is defined on the interval:
This exercise boundary is a decreasing function of time and reaches L 1 at time g This description of the exercise is also true in the perpetual case. When the exercise boundary of the standard American call is higher than the barrier L 1 , the exercise boundaryS is not a constant. Otherwise,S is equal to this exercise boundary. It does not therefore appear to be directly possible to calculate the value of the American Parisian up-and-out call option in the perpetual case with a closed form expression. The main issue is that in some cases, the exercise boundary is not a constant. This is because even in the perpetual case, the window of the Parisian option generates a finite maturity. Indeed, the option can be knocked out if the Parisian time is reached. We will see in the fourth section (in the equivalent case of the down-and-out put) how we can address this problem, by simplifying our assumptions.
C. The "In" Parisian Call
As previously mentioned, with an "In" barrier, the option holder cannot do or decide anything before the option is activated; once the option is activated then it no longer has a barrier, and is just a plain vanilla call. Therefore
In the perpetual case a solution is derived: 
where the function Φ is given in Proposition 2.
The value of the standard American option is also known:
, where θ is given in Proposition 2. The exercise boundary of the call is the constant L C = θ θ−1 K. When the American Parisian call is activated, its exercise boundary is also L C . Therefore when the expectation is defined by relying on the probability P under which (Z t = W t + βt, t 0) is a Brownian motion, then
For American Parisisan barrier calls, i.e. when the window D is equal to zero:
Along the same lines for the American Parisian up-and-in call, the following formula is obtained:
In the perpetual case:
By symmetry, the Laplace transform of the Parisian time H + L1,D is known. Hence:
with L C > L 1 and where: 
IV. Analogies between American (barrier) and American Parisian barrier options
In the non-perpetual case, it is unfortunately impossible to derive closed-form formulas. The perpetual case is therefore the only way we can perform some qualitative analysis of American Parisian options. Let us now tackle the problem from a different angle than in the last section and consider the perpetual case directly. Basically, we will manipulate Laplace transforms of stopping times, combined with the position of the Brownian Motion at these times. This approach is not directly connected with Propositions 1 and 2 and is mainly based on the fourth chapter of [G-1] .
We carry out our analysis by starting with the simplest case: non Parisian, non-barrier options. The put case is now considered (the results can be directly used in the case of a non-dividend paying stock: δ = 0). We show how the value of an American put can be derived with a purely probabilistic approach. Then we deal with American non-Parisian perpetual barrier puts, and finally treat the Parisian case. We will focus only on up-and-out and down-and-out puts. Indeed, as shown in section 3, "In" American option prices can be quite easily derived. The new approach used in this section generates an approximation for the option price in the difficult down-and-out Put case (or similarly in the up-and-in Call case studied in Section 3).
A. The American Perpetual Put and the American Perpetual Barrier Put
The value of a perpetual American put is known. However, we state it here to illustrate the approach -where expected discounted pay-offs are computed for a given exercise boundary-which we will follow with more complex options further down. The well known result is:
Proposition 4 The value of the standard American perpetual put is the supremum over all possible optimal levels L of the expected discounted cash flows under the risk-neutral probability:
. This value can be calculated and we have
and the exercise boundary of the put is L P = ξ ξ+1 K.
Proof.
Let us first calculate the value of the option as a function of the exercise frontier. We note that T L (S) = T l (Z) where Z is the drifted Brownian Motion starting from zero, and where: l = 2 . In consequence, we can apply Girsanov's theorem at that stopping time and we have
To find the optimal L, we just solve
Up-and-out and Down-and-out
The up-and-out case is the most complex case from a formulation perspective. An American downand-out put is relatively trivial: if the barrier is lower than the optimal exercise level in the non-barrier case, then the barrier does not change anything, and the exercise should be at L P = ξ ξ+1 K. If on the contrary the barrier is higher, then the option should be exercised right before the barrier. With an up-and-out, the dynamics will be different. The risk of losing the option if S goes up will make it optimal to exercise the option at a higher threshold than ξ ξ+1 K. The following result is obtained.
Proposition 5 The value of the perpetual up-and-out American put with the barrier set at L 1 verifies
2 and where
Proof. The proof relies on Brownian hitting times. We follow the same approach as in the previous proof. Note that we always assume L 1 ≥ x ≥ L. We write, applying Girsanov's theorem at T L ,
where
x . Now, it is well known (see [B-S] p. 163 for example) that
for a Brownian Motion. Applying this result, we obtain
From (14), Proposition 5 is obtained. q.e.d. Note that when L 1 approaches infinity (the barrier becomes less and less likely to be reached), then the ratio given in equation (14) converges to (
ξ given in equation (13). In the case of a down-and-out put, the value can be written the same way but it is simplified: exercise is optimal just before the barrier, unless the barrier is beyond the optimum level.
B. The perpetual American Parisian Put
In this section we derive closed form expressions for the value of the perpetual American Parisian options, given a constant exercise frontier. Unfortunately the complexity of the expressions prevents us from finding a closed form expression for the exercise frontier itself; we can only write the equation it should solve. We use the results shown in Appendix B regarding the Laplace Transform of H
These results generalize the analysis of the Parisian stopping time from [C-J-Y] . The Parisian case is more complex than the simple barriers because at the Parisian time the underlying price can be anywhere above the barrier (or below, for a "down" option).
The Parisian Up-and-out Put
As mentioned in section 3 for the call, the exercise boundary is constant.
Proposition 6 The value of the perpetual American Parisian up-and-out put Option with the barrier set at L 1 verifies
Let us note the decomposition of this value as a function of the non-Parisian option. For a given exercise frontier L, (but not necessarily at the optimum), the value of the Parisian option reads
For a given exercise policy, the Parisian option is worth at least the value of the simple barrier option, plus a term that depends on what happens once the barrier has been hit. Note that here
A (x) since the optimal exercise will not necessarily be the same between the Parisian and non-Parisian cases.
Proof. To obtain this option's value, we need to calculate
. In fact, we will calculate rather the purely Parisian term
and obtain the incremental value of the Parisian option over the non-Parisian option, for a given exercise frontier. We have, applying the strong Markov property of BM at T L 1 ,
where: H 
.
After a few simplifications, we obtain E e −ρT l I T l <H + D = E F with E and F defined in the Proposition. Now, putting the pieces back together we have
The Parisian Down-and-out Put Because of the asymmetry of the up-and-down Parisian options, the down-and-out is very different from the up-and-out. As for up-and-out barrier calls (see section 3), we cannot write a closed-form expression for this option. As with the non-Parisian case, if the barrier is lower than the optimal entry level in the non-Parisian, non-barrier case, then the results are trivial. However, if the barrier is higher, the optimal exercise frontier is complex (see the equivalent case of the up-and-out Parisian call). As a simplification of the exercise frontier, we propose to use the first instant where either the underlying reaches the Parisian time or hits a certain constant level lower than the barrier. Exercise takes place at the optimal level or right before the Parisian time. This way, the simplified exercise frontier is "square", being hit either as a function of time, or as a function of the level. With this simplification regarding the exercise frontier, we have the following: The latter decomposition is different from the one in the up-and-out case. The first part is the value attached to exercising when the process has reached the optimal level, while the second one is the value of exercising right before the Parisian time, D units of time after the excursion below L 1 started.
Proposition 7 The value of the perpetual down-and-out American Parisian put Option verifies
If the exercise price is below the Parisian threshold L 1 , it is not always optimal to exercise the option at the Parisian time. In that case, if the Parisian time happens before the optimal exercise barrier is hit, then depending on whether the underlying is below the strike price, the option is either exercised or not.
Proof.
The proof is a direct application of the main theorem from [G-2].
V. Conclusion
In this article, the problem of American Parisian option pricing is tackled. A probabilistic approach is proposed. Just as for the standard American option context, pricing formulas depend on the exercise boundary. In the perpetual case, exercise boundaries and therefore prices can be derived or approximated.
VI. Appendix

A. Simplifying the perpetual case
The first integral in the right hand side of the second decomposition given in Proposition 1 can be rewritten as follows (see the subsection: "Using symmetry"):
is the price of the standard European currency option (given by [G-K-1]) with strike price and maturities respectively equal to: L c and u.
with:
and :
All the expectations in Appendix A, including those on the right hand side of equations (17) and (18), are computed by relying on the probability P under which (Z t = W t + βt, t 0) is a Brownian motion. Let us first consider the second integral in the right hand side of equation (16). From [C-J-Y] :
where β and l 1 are defined in Proposition 1.
and:
and where ν(dz) denotes the law of
. Hence:
where: l C = ln
where the function Φ(.) is given in Proposition 2. Therefore by definition of the function f x (.) given in equation (19)
Indeed it is straight forward to show that: C , u) , can be obtained by relying on equation (21) with: D = l 1 = 0. Hence, equation (16) can be rewritten as follows:
Concerning the second integral of the decomposition given in Proposition 2:
Finally, by relying on equations (22) and (23), the first decomposition of Proposition 2 can be rewritten as follows:
( 1
By relying on the definition of θ, the option value given in Proposition 2 is derived. By setting x = L C in this option value, the last result of Proposition 2 is obtained. q.e.d. Using again the definition of θ, this result in the case of the standard American option (L 1 → 0) reads
Hence, by definition of β and by relying on the fact that θ is the positive root of the following equation:
B. Passage Times and Excursions
The study of the perpetual case for American Parisian options boils down to the study of the following stopping times:
In the first case, this is the first instant when a positive excursion reaches a or lasts for more than D. In the second case, it is the first instant when a negative excursion lasts more than D or a positive excursion reaches a. Intuitively, the second case should be simpler than the first one, since we can separate the positive excursions from the negative ones.
We will see that, indeed, the resulting formulas are much less cumbersome. The study of some of the characteristics of H + D ∧ T a was carried out in [G-2] . To perform the same analysis on H − D ∧ T a , we have to adapt the approach developed in that paper. In fact, the calculation is slightly simpler in this case. We consider in detail the problem raised by the down-and-out call, or similarly the up-and-out put, that involves H
The Down-and-out Call or the Up-and-out Put:
We follow a similar approach to that in the proof given in [G-2] . We first give our result: Theorem 1. We have the following relationships for a standard Brownian Motion B, a positive number ρ, a positive level a, and a measurable function bounded below f :
To show this result, we will use excursion theory and some of the results of [C-J-Y] . Lemma 1. For all α, we have
Proof. Studying such a problem it is natural to try to use exponential martingale properties. First we write
Let us now define the exponential martingale M t = exp αW t − α 2 2 t , t ≥ 0 for any real α . If we apply Doob's martingale stopping theorem, we obtain 
However, we know that the trajectory
is a Brownian meander, and by scaling
Gathering the results, we have
This gives a second relationship between the quantities we are interested in. When combined with (25) we get the result stated in the lemma.
In the preceding proof, we used the fact that W H 
Besides, the term E e −ρH
can be calculated by using (26) and (25). We have 
where n is Ito's measure.
Proof.
The stopping time we are interested in is τ = H − D ∧ T a , and we write
We define τ s as the inverse of the Local time process (the notation τ s is conventional for this process); in other words, τ s increases only when the Brownian Motion is at zero: τ s = inf {u; L u = s}. We also define the longest negative excursion up to a time τ s− as
and we introduce the highest level reached by an excursion up to time τ s− defined by
where e is the excursion process (See [R-Y] for example, for a description of the excursion process). These random variables can also be defined up to the last zero as
V will be used to denote the length of an excursion, that is V (e s ) = τ s − τ s− . Now, let us note that we have the following equalities of events:
The equation above states simply that τ > t is equivalent to: "The longest negative excursion, up to the last zero before t, is shorter than D and the highest excursion up to that time is smaller than a" and "Since g t , either the Brownian Motion went up but its maximum has not reached a, or it went down and D units of time have not yet passed."
So:
Let us recall the following balayage theory result, which can be found for example in [Y] (for two functionals F 1 and F 2 ):
Applying the result to the problem at hand, we get
We now turn to the computation of the path integral in the expression above. We are interested in
We start with
But we also easily obtain that
Taking the expectation and applying the Compensation Formula yields
and that : Proof. So as to compute these integrals, we have to use the "law" under Itô's measure of the supremum and the length of an excursion. We will use William's and Ito's description of n. William's description states that n sup u≤V (ε) ε u ∈ dm = dm m 2 , and the excursion path conditionally to m is composed of two Bessel-3 processes put back to back between 0 and their hitting times of m. Itô's description of the measure n is based on the excursion's length: n (V (ε) ∈ dv) = dv √ 2πv 3 . Conditional to this length, the excursion path is a Bessel-3 bridge. In fact, we will simply use Ito's law of the excursion length. First, let us see how these laws intervene in our problem. As for the denominator: n (dε) 1 − e −ρV (ε) I ε≤0 I V (ε)<D + I ε>0 I sup 0≤u≤V (ε) εu<a (27) = n (dε) I ε≤0 1 − e −ρV (ε) I V (ε)<D + n (dε) I ε>0 1−e −ρV (ε) I sup 0≤u≤V (ε) ε u <a and for the numerator: Note that restricting the integrals over positive or negative excursions just divides them by 2. Since these restrictions appear in all the expressions, both in the numerator and denominator, we will simplify them. We have n (dε) Therefore, (28) (multiplied by 2) can be re-written as
These expressions can be calculated using William's description of Itô's measure. Let us note that, conditional to the maximum of the excursion m, the law of the life length V is the sum of two independent hitting times T m (R) for a Bessel-3 process. We have "in law"
T a (ε) ∧ V (ε) = (T m (R) + T m (R )) I m<a + T a (R) I m≥a for an independent Bessel-3 process R . From [B-S] (p. 339, formula 2.0.1) we get E a e − α 2 2 T h (R) for a Bessel-3 process R starting from a, with h ≥ a. Taking the limit as a goes to zero, we have
We obtain for (27) (times 2):
n (dε) 1 − e −ρV (ε) I V (ε)<D + n (dε) 1−e −ρV (ε) I sup 0≤u≤V (ε) εu<a (29)
However, E 
Consequently, (29) can be written as
Let us now turn to the numerator. We have (using 30): . In the result, the following quantities are used: 
